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Robust Landmark Detection and Position
Measurement Based on Monocular Vision
for Autonomous Aerial Refueling
of UAVs
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Abstract—In this paper, a position measurement system,
including drogue’s landmark detection and position computation
for autonomous aerial refueling of unmanned aerial vehicles,
is proposed. A multitask parallel deep convolution neural
network (MPDCNN) is designed to detect the landmarks of the
drogue target. In MPDCNN, two parallel convolution networks
are used, and a fusion mechanism is proposed to accomplish
the effective fusion of the drogue’s two salient parts’ landmark
detection. Considering the drogue target’s geometric constraints,
a position measurement method based on monocular vision is
proposed. An effective fusion strategy, which fuses the measurement results of drogue’s different parts, is proposed to achieve
robust position measurement. The error of landmark detection
with the proposed method is 3.9%, and it is obviously lower than
the errors of other methods. Experimental results on the two
KUKA robots platform verify the effectiveness and robustness of
the proposed position measurement system for aerial refueling.
Index Terms—Aerial refueling, landmark detection, monocular vision, multitask parallel deep convolution neural network
(MPDCNN), position measurement.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ERIAL refueling, also called in-flight refueling and
air-to-air refueling (AAR), is the process of transferring the fuel from the tanker aircraft to the receiver
aircraft during flight. The boom-and-receptacle refueling
system (BRR) [1], [2] and probe-and-drogue refueling
system (PDR) [3], [4] are currently two hardware configurations used for aerial refueling. The refueling operation of
BRR is accomplished primarily by a boom operator stationed
on the refueling aircraft controlling airfoils. The airfoils
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allow the boom operator to actively maneuver the boom with
respect to the receiver aircraft which flies in a fixed refueling
position below and after the tanker aircraft. The system of
PDR consists of a refueling hose which has a special drogue
installed on the tail of tanker aircraft and a probe installed
on the receiver aircraft. The probe must be placed or docked
into the drogue during the process of refueling.
The lack of aerial refueling is a fundamental shortcoming
of current unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Many efforts
have been made to achieve autonomous Aerial refueling of
UAVs recently. Johnson et al. [5] used extended Kalman filter
to combine stereo vision and inertial navigation to obtain
the precise relative position of two aircraft for BRR and the
experiments showed that the proposed method was effective
even though the UAVs were in GPS-denied environments.
Wei et al. [6] proposed a lower order dynamic model to
describe drogue dynamics under the bow wave effect for
PDR. The proposed dynamic model could facilitate the
UAVs’ docking controller design and simulation and help the
qualitative analysis of a drogue dynamics while a receiver
was capturing the drogue. Duan and Zhang [7] used method
proposed by Lu et al. [8] to estimate the pose between the
tanker and the receiver UAV for BRR. The hardware-in-loop
simulation platform was built to demonstrate the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed method in some simulation
conditions. Li and Duan [9] designed a real-time on-board
vision system for precise navigation in the UAVs docking
phase for BRR. A series of out-door comparative experiments
for different pose estimation algorithms were conducted to
verify the feasibility and accuracy of the vision algorithms
in AAR. Cetin and Yilmaz [10] designed AAR path planning
for UAVs by using sigmoid boundary functions and multiple
potential fields. Simulation results were proved that this
novel autonomous parallel path planning approach was
successful and it would be used in real time applications like
AAR mission.
Autonomous aerial refueling technology can effectively
extend the flight time of the UAVs, which has positive significance in military. However, there are many challenges in
measuring the drogue’s position during the refueling process of
PDR. The drogue’s image will be uneven or partial saturation
when the light changes in the air. The pose of drogue changes
under multiple disturbances. On the one hand, the pose of
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drogue changes quickly and frequently because of the air flow
disturbance during the whole docking process of AAR. On the
other hand, the drogue will oscillate severely due to bow wave
effect when the receiver is approaching the tanker at the end
of docking process. The scale of drogue in the image changes
with a large range due to the relative movement between the
tanker and receiver aircrafts and the drogue is easily occluded
by the oil rod. The accurate visual position measurement in
aerial refueling under these complex conditions remains as an
unresolved problem.
The 3-D size of the drogue target in PDR is known, so the
target’s geometric constrains can be used to build robust visual
measurement model based on monocular vision. In order to
achieve robust and accurate 3-D position, the target’s image
feature used for measurement must be extracted accurately
and robustly. The drogue target for PDR includes three parts:
1) internal black part; 2) umbrella ribs; and 3) umbrella cloth.
The shapes of internal black part and umbrella cloth are
circles. They have salient contours in the image, so their
landmarks can be used as the image feature for measurement.
The motivation of this paper is to provide a robust position measurement system based on monocular vision for
the probe-and-drogue autonomous aerial refueling. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) A robust monocular vision-based measurement system is
proposed for autonomous aerial refueling. The proposed
method includes two parts: a) the robust landmark detection based on deep learning and b) the accurate visual
measurement based on target’s geometric constraints.
The landmark detection can ensure that the target’s
image features used for the visual measurement are
obtained correctly.
2) Multitask
parallel
deep
convolution
neural
network (MPDCNN) is proposed to detect the
landmarks of the drogue target. In MPDCNN, two
deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) are designed
for detecting landmarks of the internal circle black
part and external circle umbrella cloth of drogue,
respectively. An effectively fusion strategy based on
multitask learning is proposed to combine the two
deep CNNs.
3) Considering drogue target’s geometric constraints,
a visual measurement method based on monocular
vision is proposed. The viewing geometry corresponding
to drogue’s two circle parts are established to measure the center position of drogue with the aid of the
geometric relationships.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The
related works are reviewed in Section II. The overview
of the proposed position measurement system based on
monocular vision for autonomous aerial refueling is introduced in Section III. Section IV describes the proposed
MPDCNNs for detecting landmarks of drogue. In Section V,
we present the position measurement method of drogue
based on monocular vision. The experiments and results are
shown in Section VI. Finally, this paper is concluded in
Section VII.
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II. R ELATED W ORKS
Machine vision methods used for autonomous aerial refueling tasks are becoming increasingly popular [3]–[20]. Their
advantages include the potential for installation without modification to the target aircraft and increased measurement
precision.
Object detection, object tracking, and measurement are three
key technologies for the autonomous aerial refueling system
to achieve robust and safe docking. Yin et al. [11] proposed
a robust visual detection–learning–tracking framework for
autonomous aerial refueling of UAVs. The D-classifier based
on offline learning was used to detection the drogue target and
the T-classifier based on online learning [12] was used to track
the drogue target. Martinez et al. [3] proposed a vision-based
strategy for probe-and-drogue autonomous aerial refueling
tasks. It contained visual detection, visual tracking, and 3-D
position estimation. An edge-image template matching based
on the normalized cross correlation method was adopted in
visual detection stage. The tracking strategy was based on
a hierarchical multiparametric multiresolution inverse compositional image alignment method [21]. The 3-D position
of drogue was obtained by a simplified visual measurement
model which assumed that the camera’s optical axis was perpendicular to the target’s plane. Duan et al. [18] proposed
a binocular vision-based UAVs autonomous aerial refueling
platform for BRR. Meng et al. [19] mainly studied the relative pose estimation for a tanker and UAV in the phase of
commencing refueling and during refueling, and presented an
orthogonal iteration algorithm to estimate the optimal solution
of rotation matrix and translation vector. However, the visual
position measurement in aerial refueling remains as an open
problem because of its low robustness.
In order to achieve robust and accurate 3-D position, the target’s image feature used for measurement must be extracted
accurately and robustly. The drogue target for PDR includes
three parts: 1) internal black part; 2) umbrella ribs; and
3) umbrella cloth. As described in Section I, the landmarks of
internal black part and umbrella cloth can be used as image
features for measurement.
The technologies of landmark detection can be divided
into two categories: 1) the method based on hand-craft
features [22]–[25] and 2) the method based on deep
CNNs [26]–[31]. Ren et al. [22] proposed a highly efficient
and very accurate regression approach for facial landmark
detection. The approach consisted of a set of local binary
features (LBFs) and a locality principle for learning those features. It achieved over 3000 frames/s on a desktop on face
landmark detection. Saragih et al. [24] proposed a principled
optimization strategy, where a nonparametric representation
of the landmark distributions was maximized within a hierarchy of smoothed estimates. With the increase of data, the
landmark detection algorithm based on the deep learning has
been widely used. Sun et al. [30] used cascade deep CNNs
to detect facial landmarks from rough to fine. The approach
divided the detection processes into three parts, and then the
final results were obtained through an effective fusion mechanism. In BioID [32] and LFPW [33] dataset, the cascade deep
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CNNs achieved higher prediction accuracy than other stateof-the-art methods [34]. Recently, Deng et al. [31] introduced
a single deep network (SDN) on existing limited training data.
Rather than using a max-pooling layer followed one convolutional layer in typical convolutional neural networks, SDN
adopted a stack of three layer groups instead. Compared with
CNN-based methods, SDN achieved better detection accuracy
and faster speed on COFW [35] and 300-W [36] dataset.
Monocular vision measurement based on target’s geometric
constraints is an effective way for obtaining the 3-D position of
the target whose shape and size are known. Martinez et al. [3]
based on the circular circumscribed rectangle mapping relationship designed a simplified drogue position measurement
algorithm based on monocular vision. Yin [37] also developed
a position measurement algorithm of drogue based on monocular vision. The methods above assume that the camera’s
optical axis is perpendicular to the drogue. When the angle
between the drogue and the optical axis is increased, the accuracy of the two algorithms above will be obviously reduced.
Chen and Huang [38] proposed an accurate pose measurement
method which was applicable under all viewing conditions for
circular target. This method is based on two particular projected chords of a circle image. The first one is the circle’s
projection that subtends the largest apex angle (LAA) of the
viewing cone for the circle image. The second one is the projection of circle diameter, whose back projection plane bisects
the above LAA. With the aid of these two particular projected
chords, the pose of circle target can be accurately measured.
III. OVERVIEW OF P ROPOSED P OSITION M EASUREMENT
S YSTEM
The measurement system for autonomous aerial refueling of
UAVs based on machine vision has many advantages including
the potential for installation without modification to the target aircraft and increased measurement precision. In order to
achieve the robust and accuracy position measurement based
on machine vision, an accurate visual measurement model for
positioning the drogue target need to be built and the target’s
image feature used for measurement must be extracted accurately and robustly. Monocular vision measurement based on
target’s geometric constraints is an effective way for obtaining
the 3-D position of the target whose shape and size are known
and robust landmarks detection algorithm can obtain target’s
image feature used for measurement accurately.
As shown in Fig. 1, our monocular vision-based positioning
system for the probe-and-drogue autonomous aerial refueling including two parts: 1) the landmark detection (described
in Section IV) and 2) the visual measurement (described in
Section V).
In the landmark detection part, MPDCNNs are proposed
to detect drogue’s landmarks including 16 key points of the
drogue’s internal black part and 32 key points of the drogue’s
umbrella cloth. In MPDCNN, two parallel deep CNNs are
designed to detection the landmarks of drogue, one is for
16 landmarks of drogue’s internal black, and the other is for
32 landmarks of drogue’s umbrella cloth. In the parallel architecture, a feature fusion strategy is proposed to fuse the feature
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Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed position measurement system based on
monocular vision for the autonomous aerial refueling.

of landmarks of drogue’s black and landmarks of drogue’s
umbrella cloth to accomplish the effective fusion of the two
parts’ landmark detection.
In the visual measurement part, after getting the 48 landmarks of drogue according to the first part, two elliptic
contours are obtained using the ellipse fitting method. The
geometric constraints of drogue’s two salient parts are used to
build a double circular visual model to measure the drogue’s
position according to the two elliptic contours. The project of
drogue’s black part and umbrella cloth are circles or ellipses
in the image plane. The geometric constraints of these two
parts are also known. According to the vision-based method
for the circle pose determination with a direct geometric
interpretation [38], the position of the drogue’s two salient
parts can be obtained in the camera coordinate. Then, an effective fusion strategy is designed to calculate the position of the
drogue.
IV. L ANDMARK D ETECTION BASED ON M ULTITASK
PARALLEL D EEP C ONVOLUTION N EURAL N ETWORKS
A. Landmarks of Drogue
The main components of the drogue target for PDR include
three parts: 1) internal black part; 2) umbrella ribs; and
3) umbrella cloth. The internal black part and umbrella cloth
have salient contours in the image, so the points in the contours are selected as the landmarks. In general, the number
and position of landmarks need to be associated with the
actual task. The number of landmarks is usually little for
the task of object detection. For example, only five facial
landmarks are selected to help face positioning in the combination of landmark detection and face detection [39]. The
number of landmarks is usually large for the task of pose estimation. In the object pose estimation task, it is common to
locate the contour landmarks in the object area after detecting the target. The accuracy of landmark detection has a great
influence on the pose estimation. Therefore, a larger number
of contour landmarks are chosen for such tasks. Typically,
facial gesture estimation and facial expression recognition
tasks usually select 36 or 72 landmarks of face for pose
estimation [40], [41] or more landmarks for human action
pose estimation [42]. Considering the high requirement for the
location accuracy of the landmarks and the different sizes of
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Landmarks of the drogue.

drogue’s internal black part and umbrella cloth in the image,
16 landmarks of drogue’s internal black part and 32 landmarks
of drogue’s umbrella cloth are selected. The 48 landmarks are
evenly distributed on the two elliptical contours of drogue,
respectively.
In order to reduce the error of manual marking, we design
a method to generate landmarks automatically. The details are
as follows.
For the internal black part of drogue, first, several landmarks
are manually marked on the elliptical contours of drogue in
the ROI region. These manual marked points are selected in
such a way that they evenly distribute on the external profile
of the drogue’s internal black part as possible. According to
these manually marked landmarks, an ellipse is fitted by the
least squares method. The long axis and short axis of ellipse
are selected as basic reference axis, and 16 landmarks are
generated according to the reference axis. In Fig. 2, w and h
represent the width and height of bounding box, the long axis
and short axis of internal black part are 1 AL and 1 AS . The
first landmark of internal black part in image space is 1 P1 ,
which is intersection point of the ellipse’s long axis and the
ellipse, and the rest landmarks in image space are generated
by rotating the ellipse’s long axis clockwise with the same
angle increment which is 22.5◦ . By this way, the 16 landmarks 1 P = (1 P1 , 1 P2 , . . . , 1 P16 ) of drogue’s internal black
part are obtained automatically. The long axis and short axis
of external umbrella cloth in image space are 2 AL and 2 AS . The
32 landmarks 2 P = (2 P1 , 2 P2 , . . . , 2 P32 ) of the umbrella cloth
of drogue are generated in the same way as generating 16 landmarks of drogue’s internal black part with an angle increment
of 11.25◦ .
B. Multitask Parallel Deep Convolution Neural Networks for
Landmark Detection
Drogue’s landmark detection faces many challenges, such
as illumination changing in high-altitude environment, occlusion caused by the probe in the receiver aircraft, fast posture
changing of the object caused by airflow and so on. The parallel network architecture is very helpful to deal with above
problem, which has been used for several years in various
fields [43]–[45]. For example, the parallel network architecture

Fig. 3.

Network structure of MPDCNN.

TABLE I
D ETAIL C OMPONENTS OF THE MPDCNN

is used to predict the similarity between the two images
patches [43], to learn the correlation of two different input
images [44], and to track and detect target [45]. In this paper,
MPDCNNs as shown in Fig. 3 are proposed to accomplish
the robust detection of drogue’s 48 landmarks. The detail
components of the MPDCNN are listed in Table I. Note that
each “conv” layer represents the convolution layer and AbsVal
layer, “1 Conv” and “2 Conv” are the convolution layers.
The design of the MPDCNN is motivated by the facial landmark detection, which detects the inner facial landmarks and
the contour facial landmarks separately. The landmarks of the
drogue also consist of the landmarks on the internal black part
and the landmarks on the external umbrella cloth, respectively.
In MPDCNN, two parallel deep convolution networks are
used to extract the features of the internal black part and external umbrella cloth of the drogue, respectively. Each convolution network only contains four convolution layers to improve
real-time performance, and each layer of the first three convolution layers follows an AbsVal layer and a max-pooling layer.
As in other CNN-based landmark detection tasks [31], [46],
every convolution layer in the proposed MPDCNN is accompanied by a Tanh activation layer. The proposed MPDCNN is
a general architecture with careful design for landmarks detection. The first four layers in MPDCNN can be replaced with
other CNN architectures, such as Alexnet [47], VGG [48], or
GoogLeNet [49].
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Considering the constant relative positions of the drogue’s
internal black part and umbrella cloth in the Cartesian coordinate system during the process of refueling, a fusion mechanism in MPDCNN is designed to accomplish the effective
fusion of the two parts’ landmark detection. In MPDCNN,
1 Flat3 obtained by flattening 1 Maxp3, 1 Flat4 obtained by flattening 1 Conv4, 2 Flat3 obtained by flattening 2 Maxp3 and
2 Flat4 obtained by flattening 2 Conv4 are concatenated to form
two fusion layers: 1) the 1 Concat layer and 2) 2 Concat layer.
Then two fully connected layers 1 Fc1 and 1 Fc2 are used to
obtain the 16 landmarks of the drogue’s internal black part,
and 2 Fc1 and 2 Fc2 are used to obtain the 32 landmarks of
the drogue’s umbrella cloth. By fusing multiple features of
internal black part and umbrella cloth, the characteristic of
unchanged relative positions of the drogue’s internal black part
and umbrella cloth can be learned by the proposed MPDCNN,
and then the accuracy of landmark detection is improved.
The loss function of MPDCNN is a multitask loss function which consists of two parts, which are the loss function
L1 (1 P,1 P̂) of landmarks of internal black part and the loss
function L2 (2 P,2 P̂) of landmarks of umbrella cloth. Each loss
function is Euclidean distance function. The total loss is the
sum of each loss function, which is shown in




(1)
L = L1 1 P,1 P̂ + L2 2 P,2 P̂
which
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Viewing geometry of the drogue’s two salient parts.

Every convolution layer is accompanied by a Tanh activation layer. In order to utilize the features of different
layers, a fusion layer is presented to combine the flatten vector of maxp3 and the flatten vector of conv4.
These multiple vectors are sent to the two full connect
layers. The loss function is same as L1 (1 P,1 P̂) in (2).
The single CNN is first trained on the facial landmark
dataset LFW-5590 and NET-7876 used in [30], and then
fine-tuned on our drogue landmark dataset.
2) A similar single CNN is also used to predict the 32 landmarks of the drogue’s umbrella cloth. The loss function
is same as L2 (2 P,2 P̂) in (3). This single CNN is also
first trained in the facial landmark dataset LFW-5590
and NET-7876 used in [30], and then fine-tuned on our
drogue landmark dataset.
3) After training the two single CNNs in steps 1) and 2),
the two single CNNs’ weight parameters are used
to initialize the two parallel convolution networks in
MPDCNN. Finally, the MPDCNN are trained by using
the loss function L shown in (1).

where (Plx , Ply ) is the upper left corner coordinates of the
drogue’s bounding box in image I, w is the width of bounding
box of the drogue, h is the height of the drogue’s bounding box, (1 Pix ,1 Piy ) is one of the 16 landmarks of drogue’s
internal black part, (2 Pix ,2 Piy ) is one of the 32 landmarks of
the drogue’s umbrella cloth, 1 P̂ is the output of MPDCNN
used for calculating the 16 landmarks of drogue’s internal
black part, and 2 P̂ is the output of MPDCNN used for calculating the 32 landmarks of the drogue’s umbrella cloth.
During testing, the predicted landmarks of the drogue can be
calculated by


1 o
Pi = 1 P̂ix · w + Plx ,1 P̂iy · h + Ply , i = 1, 2, . . . , 16 (5)


2 o
Pi = 2 P̂ix · w + Plx ,2 P̂iy · h + Ply , i = 1, 2, . . . , 32. (6)

In this section, a robust position measurement method based
on drogue’s 3-D-model is proposed. The 3-D model of the
drogue’s salient parts including the internal circle black part
and the external circle umbrella cloth are known. The projections of the two salient parts of the drogue are circles
or ellipses in the image plane. These geometric constrains
are efficiently used to obtain robust position with monocular
vision.

C. Training Strategies of MPDCNN

A. Principle of Positioning Circles

The training of MPDCNN is divided into three steps.
1) A single CNN is designed to predict the 16 landmarks of
internal black part. Similar to each CNN in MPDCNN,
the single CNN consists of four convolution layers, and
each convolution layer of the first three convolution layers follows an AbsVal layer and a max-pooling layer.

V. P OSITION M EASUREMENT OF D ROGUE BASED ON
M ONOCULAR V ISION

The shape of the drogue’s two salient parts are all circles, so
the vision-based method for the circle pose determination with
a direct geometric interpretation [38] can be used to measure
the positions of the drogue’s two salient parts. The viewing
geometry of the drogue’s two salient circle parts is shown in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, GXYZ is the camera coordinate system and
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G is the optical center of the camera and the apex of the viewing cone. G1 X 1 Y 1 Z and G2 X 2 Y 2 Z are the imagined systems
for the drogue’s black part and umbrella cloth, respectively. I
is the image plane of the camera, the perspective projection
of the contour of the drogue’s black part is denoted by 1 E.
The perspective projection of the external contour of drogue’s
umbrella cloth is denoted by 2 E. 1 P −1 C −1 Q −1 B represents
the contour of drogue’s internal black part. 2 P −2 C −2 Q −2 B
represents the external contour of drogue’s umbrella cloth. The
projection of 1 P −1 C −1 Q −1 B and 2 P −2 C −2 Q −2 B are
1 p −1 c −1 q −1 b and 2 p −2 c −2 q −2 b in the image plane. The
chord 1 p1 q is intersection between the ellipse 1 E and the plane
corresponding to the LAA 1 θm of the viewing cone, and its
corresponding chord on the drogue’s black part is 1 P1 Q. Also,
let the bisector of LAA 1 θm intersect the drogue’s black part at
point 1 M. Plane G1 P1 Q is denoted as 1 PLAA . The corresponding vertical plane of 1 PLAA is 1 P⊥
LAA . It intersects the ellipse
1 E and the drogue’s black part on the chord 1 b1 c and 1 B1 C,
respectively. In the same way, the similar geometric definition
can be obtained corresponding to the part of drogue’s circle
umbrella cloth.
The center position 1 O of drogue’s black part and the normal vector 1 n of the plane of drogue’s black part can be
obtained using the method in [38] in the imagined coordinate system G1 X 1 Y 1 Z. Similar to the principle of the drogue’s
black part, the viewing geometry of the drogue’s external
umbrella cloth can also be established. The center position
2 O of drogue’s external umbrella cloth and the normal vector 2 n of the plane of drogue’s external umbrella cloth in the
imagined coordinate system G2 X 2 Y 2 Z can also be obtained.
B. Robust Position Measurement Based on 3-D Model of
Drogue
1 O

2 O

and
need to be converted to
The centers’ positions
the positions in the camera coordinate system GXYZ. Let 1 R
be the rotation matrix between the imagined system G1 X 1 Y 1 Z
and the camera coordinate system GXYZ, and let 2 R be the
rotation matrix between the imagined system G2 X 2 Y 2 Z and the
camera coordinate system GXYZ. According to the establishing
process of the imagined coordinates G1 X 1 Y 1 Z and G2 X 2 Y 2 Z
in Section V-A, we can obtain the rotation matrixes 1 R and
2 R shown in

→ −
→
−
→ −
j
R = j w, j v , j u , j = 1, 2.
(7)
The drogue’s position is defined as the center of the
drogue’s internal black part. The center position 1 O of the
drogue’s black part and the center position 2 O of the drogue’s
umbrella cloth in the camera coordinate can be obtained by
j



O = j R· j O , j = 1, 2.

(8)

After getting the positions of drogue’s two salient parts 1 O
and 2 O in the camera coordinate system, we design an effective fusion strategy to calculate the position of the drogue.
−−−→
According to 3-D model of the drogue, 1 O2 O is vertical to the
planes of the drogue’s black part and external umbrella cloth
−−−→
and the length d of 1 O2 O is known. So the position of the

drogue’s black part can also be calculated with the aid of the
position of the drogue’s umbrella cloth, as shown in
1

O = 2 O − d · 2 n

(9)

where 1 O is the drogue’s position calculated from the center
position of the drogue’s umbrella cloth, 2 n = 2 R·2 n , 2 n is the
normal vector in camera coordinate system.
Before detecting landmarks of the drogue, the method
proposed in [11] is used to obtain the bounding box of the
drogue. Compare the center position Ob of the bounding box
of the drogue with the centers 1 Oe and 2 Oe of the fitted ellipses
based on the predicted landmarks 1 P and 2 P in the image,
respectively, we can get the two errors as follows:


(10)
ej = j Oe − Ob , j = 1, 2.
A fusion strategy is designed to fuse the measurement value
and 1 O . In the case both 1 O and 1 O are with little error,
O = 0.5(1 O+1 O ). In the case 1 O is with large error and 1 O

with little error, O = 1 O . In the case 1 O is with large error
1
and O with little error, O = 1 O. In the case both 1 O and 1 O
are with large error, the one with little error is evaluated to O.
According to the errors and the setting threshold t = T, the
drogue’s position in the camera coordinate system are fused
with 1 O and 1 O , expressed as



O = 0.5 · u(e1 , e2 ) · 1 O +1 O
1O

+ v(e1 , e2 ) ·1 O + w(e1 , e2 )·1 O



(11)

where
x ≤ t, y ≤ t
others
x ≤ y, y > t
others

v(x, y) =

1,
0,
1,
0,

w(x, y) =

1, x > t, y < x
0, others.

u(x, y) =

(12)
(13)
(14)

The detailed position measurement of drogue based on
monocular vision is shown in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1,
the inputs are 1 P̃ = (1 P̃1 ,1 P̃2 . . . ,1 P̃16 ) and 2 P̃ =
(2 P̃1 ,2 P̃2 . . . ,2 P̃32 ) which are calculated by

ju − u
jv − v
i
0
i
0
j
,
, f , j = 1, 2
(15)
P̃i =
α
α
where (u0 , v0 ) is the coordinate of the intersection between
the optical axis and the imaging plane in the image, (1 ui , 1 vi )
and (2 ui , 2 vi ) are the coordinate of predicted landmarks used
MPDCNN in the image. f is the focal length and α is the
magnification factor from the imaging plane to the image plane
in the x- or y-axes. We obtain the parameters u0 , v0 , and f
according to Zhang’s calibration method in [50].
VI. E XPERIMENT
The experiments were divided into two parts including landmark detection and position measurement based on monocular
vision. For the first part, the MPDCNN was compared with
some face landmark detection methods, such as the cascaded
CNN [30], cascaded FCN which combines the cascaded CNN
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Algorithm 1 Position Measurement of Drogue Based on
Monocular Vision
Input: The landmarks 1 P̃ of the internal black part and the landmarks
2 P̃ of the external umbrella cloth.
Output: The position of the drogue O in the camera coordinate
system.
1
1. Fitting
 internal ellipse EI according to the 16 landmarks
1 P̃= 1 P̃ ,1 P̃ · · · ,1 P̃
1
2
16 of the internal black part of the
drogue;
2. Finding the LAA 1 θm of the viewing cone at the fitted ellipse
1 E using cosine theorem and saving the corresponding points
I
1 p, 1 q at fitted ellipse 1 E and the LAA 1 θ ;
m
I
−
→ −
→
→ −
1
1
1
3. Calculating the rotated matrix R = w, v, 1 u ;
4. Finding the two points 1 b and 1 c which satisfy the condition
−−→
−
→
that the inner product between 1 b1 c and the vector 1 u is zero
on fitted ellipse 1 EI ;
5. Using the method in [38], getting the position of drogue’s
black part in the imaged coordinate system G 1 X 1 Y 1 Z;
6. According to (8), getting the position of drogue’s black part in
the camera coordinate system GXYZ;
7. Fitting external
ellipse 2 EI according to the 32 land
2
2
2
marks P̃= P̃1 , P̃2 · · · ,2 P̃32 of external umbrella cloth of
drogue;
8. Finding LAA 2 θm of the viewing cone at the fitted ellipse 2 EI
using cosine theorem and saving the corresponding points 2 p,
2 q at fitted ellipse 2 E and the LAA 2 θ ;
I
−
→m −
→ −
→
9. Calculating the rotated matrix 2 R = [ 2 u, 2 w, 2 v];
10. Finding the two points 2 b and 2 c which satisfy the condition
−−→
−
→
that the inner product between 2 b2 c and the vector 2 u is zero
on fitted ellipse 2 EI ;
11. Using the method in [38], getting the position of drogue’s
external umbrella cloth in the imaged coordinate system
G2 X 2 Y 2 Z;
12. According to Equation (8), getting the position of drogue’s
external umbrella cloth in the camera coordinate system GXYZ;
13. According to Equation (9), obtaining the position of the
drogue’s black part with the aid of the position of the drogue’s
umbrella cloth;
14. According to Equation (11), calculating the position of the
drogue in the camera coordinate system GXYZ.

with the fully convolution layers instead of fully connect layers in [51], the SDN [31] and the regressing LBF [22]. The
MPDCNN was also compared with two single CNNs (SC1
and SC2 ) introduced in Section IV-C to verify the effectiveness of the proposed MPDCNN. In order to verify that
the proposed multitask parallel network architecture is effective for detecting the landmarks of the drogue’s two parts,
other parallel network architectures, such as SMNet [43],
SVNet [53], SMCNet [54], TNet [45], and FlowNet [44] are
compared. For the second part, the position measurement
algorithm based on monocular vision was compared with
the method proposed by Martinezet et al. [3] and the method
presented by Yin [37].
A. Experiment for Landmark Detection
At present, there is no public dataset for the drogue target.
In this paper, an image dataset of the drogue for landmarks
detection is established to train and evaluated our detector.

7

The dataset is obtained in the real aerial refueling scenes
under some typical complex conditions, such as occlusion,
pose changing, and illumination variety. The dataset includes
3598 drogue’s pictures which were selected randomly as training data or testing data. The ratio of training data, verification
data, and testing data is 3:1:1. Since the images of the drogue
in the dataset are provided by the Chinese air force and the
data is sensitive, we cannot let all the dataset be public now.
The optimization method of MPDCNN is Adam [52] with
the momentum 0.9 and the weight decay 0.0005 and the batch
size 128. The initialization leaning rate is set to 0.0001, and
the step is set to 10 000. In order to prevent the over fitting,
the MPDCNN is first trained on the facial landmark dataset
LFW-5590 and NET-7876 used in [30], and then is fine-tuned
in our dataset of drogue landmarks. The data augmentation is
also added to our training. The input image is random rotated
between −10◦ and 10◦ with the step of 1◦ . The mirror flip is
also applied. The total iteration is about 100 000.
Similar to the evaluation criterion of facial landmark detection in [30], the Euclidean distance between the predicted
landmarks and the labeled landmarks after normalization is
used as evaluation criterion in the landmark detection. The
performance evaluation function can be expressed as follows:
32 2
16 1
i=1 δi +
i=1 δi
(16)
e=
48
which
j



K
1  d j Poki ,j Pki
δi =
K
wk

(17)

k=1

where i represents the ith landmarks of the kth image, K represents the number of images, j = 1, 2 represents the black part
of drogue and the external umbrella cloth, respectively. 1 Pki
is one of the 16 landmarks of drogue’s internal black part and
2 P is one of the 32 landmarks of the drogue’s umbrella cloth
ki
in the kth image. j Poki is the predicted landmark by MPDCNN
as shown in (5)and (6). wk is width of the bounding box of
the kth image, and hk is height of the bounding box of the
kth image. 1 δi is the error of ith predicted landmark of the
internal black part of drogue, and 2 δi is the error of ith predicted landmark of external umbrella cloth of drogue, e is the
average error of all landmarks.
Some results of the landmarks detection of drogue on real
aerial refueling scene obtained by all compared methods are
shown in Fig. 5. In order to more intuitively evaluate the
effectiveness of the algorithm, the evaluation (16) is used to
quantify the detection results. Table II shows the error of every
landmark of the internal black part and the error of every landmark of the external umbrella cloth. According to Table II, the
proposed MPDCNN achieves the best performance in each of
the labeled 48 landmarks, and the error of every landmark is
almost the same. The average error of all landmarks based on
two single CNNs is more than twice based on MPDCNN.
The proposed MPDCNN can effectively handle multiscale
case, clutter background, and strong light interference compared with cascaded CNN and cascaded FCN. As shown in
Fig. 5, the landmarks of external umbrella cloth detected by
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Some results of landmark detection of drogue on real aerial refueling scene.

cascaded CNN and cascaded FCN are obviously out of elliptical distribution, so their detection errors shown in Table II
are higher than the error of our method. The reason is that the
proposed MPDCNN takes advantage of the prior knowledge
that the relative position of the drogue’s internal black part
and external umbrella cloth is constant during the process of
refueling. Cascaded CNN and cascaded FCN only focus on
the separate landmarks, and they do not consider the integration of the all landmarks and the restriction of the two parts’
landmark detection. They can detect landmarks of the internal
black part of drogue accurately since the feature of drogue’s
black part is clear. But they are not robust and accurate for
the landmarks of external umbrella cloth since these landmarks
are easier to be affected by the background like the airfoil.
Although SDN and LBF can also handle multiscale case,
they cannot deal with the situation of serious occlusion including the probe’s occlusion and self-occlusion. As shown in
Fig. 5 (see images #2400, #2454, and #2487), the landmarks
of external umbrella cloth detected by SDN and LBF are
obvious deviation the labeled landmarks. SDN and LBF also
pay attention to the separate landmark. LBF extracts LBFs of
drogue, and uses the local feature to detect landmarks completely without considering the effect of global features and the
characteristic of unchanged relative positions of the drogue’s
internal dark part and umbrella cloth. So SDN and LBF are
unsuitable in the situation of occlusion.
The comparative methods (cascaded CNN, cascaded FCN,
and SDN.) in Table II are proposed for face landmarks detection, which are single deep CNNs. However, a lot of parallel
network architectures have been proposed for several years,
which are used in many filed, such as tracking, stereo matching, and optical flow calculation. We also compare our method
with these parallel network architectures, such as SMNet [43],
SVNet [53], SMCNet [54], TNet [45], and FlowNet [44].
Table III shows experimental results. These parallel networks
can be divided into two classes.
One is two single CNNs in one parallel network architecture used as the feature extractor to get features of each input,
and then the two features are used to get the final results

without considering the correlation of two features, such
as SMNet [43] and SVNet [53]. These two networks used
for drogue’s landmark detection only focus on the separate
features of drogue without considering the relative position
relationship between landmarks of drogue’s black part and
landmarks of drogue’s umbrella cloth, the landmarks of external umbrella cloth detected by SMNet are obviously out of
elliptical distribution, and the landmarks of drogue detected
by SVNet are messy as shown in Fig. 5. The errors of these
two networks shown in Table III are much higher than our
method.
The other is two single CNNs in one parallel network
architecture used as the feature extractor to obtain
the feature of each input, and then two features are
fused for subsequent calculations, such as SMCNet [54],
TNet [45], and FlowNet [44]. The landmarks of drogue based
on SMCNet were obviously out of elliptical distribution under
all cases. The reason is that SMCNet only used one convolution layer to extract feature of drogue though considered
the relative position relationship of landmarks of drogue. The
feature is not robust and not accurate. The error shown in
Table III is higher than ours. Landmarks of drogue based
on TNet are also not accurate. The reason is the same as
SMCNet. Less convolution layers are used to extract features
of drogue, so the fusion feature is not robust. The error of
landmarks is less based on FlowNet compared with other parallel networks. It can handle multiscale case and strong light
interference (see images#2017, #2400, #2454, and #2487), but
it cannot deal with the situation of serious occlusion including
the probe’s occlusion and self-occlusion. As shown in Fig. 5
(see images #178, #392, and #448), the landmarks of external umbrella cloth detected by FlowNet are obvious deviation
the labeled landmarks. FlowNet has more convolution layers
to extract robust features but it used the fusion features to
regress all landmarks together rather than regressing landmarks
of drogue’s two different parts using two different subnetworks
in our proposed method.
Our proposed MPDCNN has good performance in real-time.
The running speed of MPDCNN is 220.2 frames/s with GPU
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TABLE II
R ELATIVE E RRORS OF L ANDMARKS (%)

acceleration and 125.9 frames/s without GPU acceleration on
a PC with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v3, a 2.40-GHz clock and
a GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU.
B. Experiment for Position Measurement
1) Experimental Platform: The experiment platform is
composed of double KUKA robots, a drogue target at the end
of one KUKA robot which is used to simulate the tanker and
a camera at the end of another KUKA robot which is used
to simulate the receiver aircraft in the process of autonomous
aerial refueling.
In Section VI-A, the dataset consists of the images of the
real drogue in the real aerial refueling scenes of China. In
this section, we use an imitated drogue whose size is minified
in equal proportion according to the 3-D model of the real
drogue to verify the measurement method. The dataset for

9

TABLE III
R ELATIVE E RRORS OF L ANDMARKS FOR D IFFERENT PARALLEL
N ETWORKS (%)

landmark detection in this section is different from the dataset
used in Section VI-A. The dataset for the imitated drogue
includes 1000 images collected on our experimental platform.
We select 800 images randomly for training. The MPDCNN
is fine-tuned on the basis of pretrained MPDCNN used the
real drogue dataset in Section VI-A.
The focal length of the camera is 5 mm and the resolution
of camera is 1280×960 pixels. Both robots have six degrees of
freedom. The whole experimental platform is shown in Fig. 6.
Some coordinate systems and converted matrixes are shown
in Fig. 6. OR1 XR1 YR1 ZR1 is the base coordinate system of
robot 1, OR2 XR2 YR2 ZR2 is the base coordinate system of
robot 2, OD XD YD ZD is drogue target coordinate system,
OC XC YC ZC is the camera coordinate system, OF2 XF2 YF2 ZF2 is
the flange coordinate system of robots 2. R1 TD is the converted
matrix between OR1 XR1 YR1 ZR1 and OD XD YD ZD , which can be
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(a)

Fig. 6.

Experimental platform.

(b)

Fig. 7.

(c)

Some representative images for position measurement.

obtained from the controller of robot 1. R2 TF2 is the converted
matrix between OF2 XF2 YF2 ZF2 and OR2 XR2 YR2 ZR2 , which can
be obtained from the controller of robot 2. C TF2 is the converted matrix between OF2 XF2 YF2 ZF2 and OC XC YC ZC , which
is obtained by hand-eye calibration method [55]. R2 TR1 is the
converted matrix between OR1 XR1 YR1 ZR1 and OR2 XR2 YR2 ZR2
of robot 1.
The reference position of drogue in the camera coordinate
system can be obtained by
Õ = TR1 Õ

(18)

−1 R2 −1 R2
TR1 = C TF2
· TF2 · TR1

(19)

C

C

R1

which
C
C Õ

where
is the reference position of drogue in the camera coordinate system, R1 Õ is the position of drogue in the
base coordinate system OR1 XR1 YR1 ZR1 .
2) Position Measurement Results: We carried out 67 measurement experiments to verify the validity of the proposed
position measurement algorithm. These experiments include
the complex conditions, such as self-occlusion, illumination
changing, and posture changing. Some of the representative
images with the predicted landmarks used MPDCNN are
shown in Fig. 7.
The proposed position measurement algorithm based on
monocular vision was compared with the method proposed
by Martinez et al. [3] and the method presented by Yin [37],
both of which are simplified position measurement methods

Fig. 8.
Position measurement results with [3], [37] and our method.
(a) Position of the drogue. (b) Absolute error. (c) Relative error.

based on the hypothesis that the camera’s optical axis is
perpendicular to the cross section of the drogue.
Fig. 8 shows the position measurement results of different
methods. The predicted positions obtained by the three methods and the reference position of drogue are shown in Fig. 8(a).
The errors relative to the reference position including the error
A e , A e , A e in the X, Y, Z direction are shown in Fig. 8(b).
X
Y
Z
The relative errors are defined as the absolute error divided by
the reference position in z-axis including the error R eX ,R eY ,
R e in the X, Y, Z direction, which are shown in Fig. 8(c).
Z
As shown in Fig. 8, the relative errors of position with the
two compared methods are larger than ones with our method.
The average relative errors as shown in Table IV with the
Martinez’s method and Yin’s method are 2.46% and 5.25%
and our method achieves the lowest relative error which is
1.50%. The reason is that when the cross section normal of
the drogue is not parallel to the camera’s optical axis, the
assumption of the two compared algorithms is destroyed. As
shown in Fig. 7 (see images #0013, #0014, #0050, #0055,
#0059), the cross section normal of the drogue is obviously
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE R ELATIVE E RRORS OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS

(a)

deviate the camera’s optical axis and the posture changing
of drogue is large, so the positions of drogue with the two
compared methods have larger errors. Except for the posture
changing of drogue, the self-occlusion is also occurred, the relative errors are also obvious larger, such as the images #0055
and #0059. When the illumination condition is changed, the
two compared methods are still not suitable and the relative
errors of position of drogue are larger than our position measurement method, as shown in Fig. 7 (see images #0013 and
#0014). Only the normal vector of cross section of the drogue
is parallel to the optical axis of the camera, the relative errors
of position of drogue with two compared methods are small as
shown in Fig. 7 (see images #0002), because the assumption
is satisfied.
The proposed exact position measurement algorithm does
not depend on the assumption that the camera’s optical axis
is vertical to the cross section of the drogue. So our method
is more robust to drogue’s pose changing, and the relative
measurement error of position of drogue including the X, Y, Z
direction in our algorithm can be controlled within 5% on most
samples as shown in Fig. 8.
In order to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed
position measurement algorithm-based double ellipses, we
compared the position measurement algorithms of the drogue
based on the internal ellipse from the drogue’s black part,
the external ellipsne from drogue’s umbrella cloth and both of
them, respectively. As shown in Table IV, their average relative
errors are 2.40%, 2.29%, and 1.50%, respectively. Obviously,
the average relative errors with the methods based on external
umbrella cloth or the internal black part are larger than the
proposed position measurement algorithm. Moreover, the relative error in Z direction of our method is lower 2% and 4%
than other two methods based on the internal ellipse and the
external ellipsne. As shown in Fig. 7 (see the images #0055
and #0059), when the predicted landmarks of internal black
parts are not accurate, the e1 shown in (10) is large, then the
position of drogue is only used by the method based on the
external ellipsne from drogue’s umbrella cloth. We can see that
the relative errors of images #0055 and #0059 in Z direction
based on the internal ellipse from the drogue’s black part is
very large, as shown in Fig. 9.
In the proposed method, the position of drogue based on
the internal black part is discarded and only the position of
drogue based on external umbrella cloth is used to calculate
the final position. When the predicted landmarks of external
umbrella cloth are not accurate as shown in Fig. 7 (see the
images #0013 and #0014), the e2 in (10) is large and the
relative errors based on the external ellipse from drogue’s

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Position measurement results by our method with internal ellipsne,
the external ellipsne, and the double ellipses model. (a) Position of the drogue.
(b) Absolute error. (c) Relative error.

umbrella cloth is large as shown in Fig. 9 (the 13th and
the 14th measurement). When the 48 predicted landmarks of
drogue are all accurate, the fusion position is used as shown
in Fig. 7 (see the images #0002, #0030, #0035, #0037, and
#0050). Thus, the proposed position measurement algorithm
based on double ellipses is more robust.
In our position measurement method, only the threshold
t is chosen manually. We designed different values of t to
predict relatively error of position of drogue, which is shown
in Fig. 10.
As shown in Fig. 10, the errors of all samples’ two parts
calculated by (10) are all more than the threshold whose value
ranges between 0 and 1.8, and the position of drogue is determined by the position of the part with smaller error. When
the threshold is more than 12.8, the errors of all samples’ two
parts calculated by (10) are all lower than it and the position
of drogue is determined by the average of the positions of two
parts. The smallest average relative error is 1.50% when the
threshold is between 9.1 and 12.7 in our measurement data.
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Fig. 10.
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Average relative error of different thresholds.

VII. C ONCLUSION
For the aerial refueling tasks, a robust monocular visionbased position measurement system is proposed. It includes
two parts: 1) the robust landmark detection based on deep
learning and 2) the accurate visual measurement based on
target’s geometric constraints.
For the landmark detection of drogue, an MPDCNN
is designed. In MPDCNN, two parallel deep convolution
networks are used to extract the features of the drogue’s
internal black part and external umbrella cloth, respectively.
A fusion strategy is designed in MPDCNN which fuses the
features from drogue’s internal black part and umbrella cloth.
With the aid of effective fusion mechanism, the characteristic of unchanged relative positions of the drogue’s internal
black part and umbrella cloth can be learned by the proposed
MPDCNN, and then the accuracy of landmark detection is
improved.
A position measurement method based on monocular vision
is proposed by using the detected landmarks. The viewing
geometry of the drogue’s two salient circles are used to obtain
the centers’ positions in image. A fusion strategy is designed,
which can improve the position accuracy of drogue. The position measurement algorithm is robust on complex conditions,
such as the occlusion, self-occlusion, illumination changing,
and posture changing. Experimental results on the platform
based on two KUKA robots verify the effectiveness of the
proposed measurement method.
Future works will be focused on the development of effective detection-tracking-measurement system for autonomous
aerial refueling of UAVs and the experiments in the actual
scenario of aerial refueling.
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